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Abstract- The objective of this study was to develop an approach for estimating soil moisture and vegetation parameters in irrigated grasslands by coupling C-band polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and optical data. A huge dataset of satellite images acquired from RADARSAT-2 and LANDSAT-7/8, and in situ measurements were used to assess the relevance of several inversion configurations. A neural network (NN) inversion technique was used. The approach for this study was to use RADARSAT-2 and LANDSAT-7/8 images to investigate the potential for the combined use of new data from the new SAR sensor SENTINEL-1 and the new optical sensors LANDSAT-8 and SENTINEL-2. First, the impact of SAR polarization (mono-, dual- and full-polarizations configurations) and the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) calculated from optical data for the estimation error of soil moisture and vegetation parameters was studied. Next, the effect of some polarimetric parameters (Shannon entropy and Pauli components) on the inversion technique was also analyzed. Finally, configurations using in situ measurements of the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FAPAR) and the fraction of green vegetation cover (FCover) were also tested.

The results showed that HH polarization is the SAR polarization most relevant to soil moisture estimates. An RMSE for soil moisture estimates of approximately 6 vol.% was obtained even for dense grassland cover. The use of in situ FAPAR and FCover only improved the estimate of the leaf area index (LAI) with an RMSE of approximately 0.37 m²/m². The use of polarimetric parameters did not improve the estimate of soil moisture and vegetation parameters. Good results were obtained
for the biomass (BIO) and vegetation water content (VWC) estimates for BIO and VWC values lower than 2 and 1.5 kg/m², respectively (RMSE is of 0.38 kg/m² for BIO and 0.32 kg/m² for VWC). In addition, a high under-estimate was observed for BIO and VWC higher than 2 and 1.5 kg/m², respectively (a bias of -0.65 kg/m² on BIO estimates and -0.49 kg/m² on VWC estimates). Finally, the estimation of vegetation height (VEH) was carried out with an RMSE of 13.45 cm.

Index Terms— soil moisture, leaf area index, biomass, vegetation water content, canopy height, irrigated grassland, RADARSAT-2, LANDSAT.

I. INTRODUCTION

Agricultural areas consume approximately 70% of globally available water [1]. In the next 50 years, the world population will increase by approximately 65% [2] which will require an increase in agricultural areas as well as water consumption. Recently, farmers tended to alter irrigation and agricultural practices to adapt to severe climatic conditions, such as drought. For example, during a drought, farmers increased the water consumption and used more fertilizer to maintain good productivity. Such a scenario could lead to a negative impact on soil productivity and the pollution of groundwater. Therefore, it is essential to develop a methodology for the monitoring vegetation conditions and to predict the impact of agricultural practices on yields as well as on the environment.

In irrigated grasslands, soil moisture and temperature are the two most influential factors that control the grass growth rate and consequently the yield [3]. Moreover, the leaf area index (LAI) of a grassland is a key factor that characterizes grassland growth, the growth stage and health [4]. In this context, monitoring the spatio-temporal behavior of soil moisture and LAI is important for supervising grassland areas. Remote sensing technology is a valuable tool for grassland monitoring because it can provide spatially continuous information on soil and vegetation conditions by means of frequent sampling. SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) data have shown great potential for soil moisture estimation of vegetated areas [5–15]. With
NASA's new Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission (launched January 31, 2015), a global scale soil moisture map is available with a spatial resolution of 10 km x 10 km and a frequent revisit time (approximately 3 days) [16]. Moreover, some studies showed the potential of SAR data for the estimating crop parameters, such as height, biomass, and LAI [17–19]. On the other hand, optical remote sensing data has always been used to estimate crop parameters such as LAI, biomass, height, and water content [20-30]. However, it has always been difficult to provide information on soil and vegetation parameters at the plot scale with frequent resampling. Thus, the development of tools to supervise soil and vegetation conditions was required at a very high spatial resolution with frequent revisit.

Several studies have developed crop models that principally predict yields at daily time intervals and to define the optimum irrigation scheduling in order to improve the efficiency of water use. However, crop model outputs are not reliable due to the uncertainties in either the model equations, the input variables, or the model parameters [31]. To reduce such uncertainties, numerous studies used remote sensing observations such as the input of the crop models [32,33]. Two approaches were adopted to incorporate remote sensing data into crop models: forcing functions, and simulation steering [34,35]. Forcing functions are used to replace parameters simulated by the crop model with remote sensing observations, while simulation steering is used to re-parametrize the crop model by minimizing the difference between simulated and measured remote sensing data [34]. An example of a simulation steering approach was reported by Launay and Guerif [36]. In this study, the crop model was linked to a radiative transfer model through leaf area index (LAI) (crop model output) in order to simulate remote sensing observations. The results showed that after re-parametrization of the crop model, the relative error of the yield estimates of sugar beets significantly decreased. However the majority of studies used the forcing function approach, incorporating LAI values derived from remote sensing [32,33,37–41]. To obtain the LAI values, most of the studies in: IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing, n° 99, 2015. p.1-15
yield estimates from 0.65 to 0.36 t/h. Few studies assimilated the soil moisture in the crop model. Ines et al. [34] showed that the independent assimilation of LAI or soil moisture values slightly improved the maize yield simulated by a crop model, while the use of both LAI and soil moisture values more greatly improved the errors for the simulated maize yield.

With the arrival of new remote sensing radar satellites operating in C-band (SENTINEL-1A: launched on 3 April 2014, soon to be followed by SENTINEL-1B), and optical sensors (SENTINEL-2A: launched on 23 June 2015, soon to be followed by SENTINEL-2B), it will be possible to obtain SAR and optical data for global areas at high spatial and temporal resolutions (2 days with the two SENTINEL-1, and 5 days with the two SENTINEL-2 satellites, at a 10 m spatial resolution). This availability of both SENTINEL-1 satellites and SENTINEL-2 sensors in addition to LANDSAT-8 will allow the coupling of SAR and optical data in order to estimate soil moisture and vegetation parameters.

The main objective of this study was to develop an inversion technique based on neural networks to estimate soil surface moisture and leaf area index (LAI) in irrigated grasslands by combining fully polarimetric RADARSAT-2 C-band SAR and optical data. The benefits of having data in dual-polarization or in full-polarization mode for the SAR images were evaluated in comparison to the single-polarization mode. In addition, the use of polarimetric parameters, mainly Shannon entropy and Pauli components, was also studied.

The Shannon entropy (SE) is a measurement that was introduced by Réfrégier and Mario [43]. It measures the statistical disorder encountered in polarimetric SAR images. The highest values of SE indicate almost complete depolarization of the microwave beam. In remote sensing, this parameter is rarely used. Ziolkowski et al. [44] observed a very high correlation with the Shannon entropy for LAI-values between 0.4 and 2.6 m²/m² (low SE-values correspond to lowest LAI). This correlation was significantly higher than the corresponding correlation of the LAI values with the backscattering coefficient for both HH and HV polarizations. Recently, Betbeder et al. [45] showed that the Shannon entropy is highly correlated with the fragmentation of hedgerows. The Pauli decomposition components corresponding to the three diagonal
elements of the coherency matrix ([46]), each have a specific scattering mechanism: (HH+VV) represents the surface scattering, (HV+VH) is associated with volume scattering, and (HH-VV) indicates double-bounce scattering. Surface scattering dominates when the radar signal is primarily reflected from the canopy top. Volume scattering occurs when the meadow is full grown and the penetration of the radar signal through the canopy is allowed, while double bounce originates when the radar signal is reflected from the soil, then bounced at the stems. Studies found that the Pauli components are strong indicators of crop growth development. Jiao et al. [47] reported a significant correlation between volume scattering and the LAI for both corn and soybeans. Moran et al. [48] showed that the combined measurement of volume scattering and the double-bounce provided the maximum information about crop phenology due to different sensitivities to crop growth and reproductive stages. Recently, Liu et al. [49] found that both the Pauli double-bounce and volume scattering intensities for corn correlate well with the LAI (increase with increasing LAI).

To retrieve soil and canopy biophysical characteristics, several studies showed that neural networks were potentially more accurate than other estimation techniques (Regression, Bayes, Nelder-Mead) (e.g., [50-53]). Studies noted that, for a highly accurate neural network, a training database representing a variety of soil and vegetation conditions is required (e.g., [54-55]). In addition, neural networks have been demonstrated to accurately approximate any relationship between the input and output parameters [56].

This work contributes to the preparation of the combined use of the new SENTINEL-1 SAR data with optical data obtained from the new LANDSAT-8 and SENTINEL-2 sensors. Section 2 describes the study site and the dataset. The inversion methodology is presented in section 3. The results and discussion are provided in Section 4; and finally, Section 5 presents the main conclusions.

II. STUDY AREA AND MEASUREMENTS

A. Study Area

The study site was a 450 hectare farmland composed of irrigated and non-irrigated grassland for hay
production. Located in southeastern France (center: 43.64°N, 5.01°E, Figure 1), this relatively flat site is characterized by a Mediterranean climate, with a rainy season between September and November and an average cumulative rainfall between 350 mm and 800 mm [23]. The evaporation rate can reach 10 mm/day during the summer season with a daily air temperature that reaches 35°C in July and August.

The top soil texture of the irrigated plots is a loam with a depth varying between 30 cm and 80 cm. Moreover, the top soil is characterized by an small amount of pebbles. The grassland plots were level with a very gentle slope (approximately 0.3%) to allow surface irrigation by gravity (border irrigation) between March and September for a few hours, approximately every 10 days on average. Irrigation was applied via canals which bring water to the highest extremities of the plots. They are harvested three times a year, in May, June and September.

Insert Figure 1

### B. Synthetic Aperture Radar images

Eighteen SAR images were acquired by RADARSAT-2 operating in C-band (5.3 GHz), at different incidence angles (between 22° and 47°), and in fine quad-polarization mode (HH, HV, VH, VV). These images were acquired between July 2013 and September 2014 (Table 1) with a spatial resolution between 7.2 m and 14.6 m. The PolSARPro v4.2.0 software (http://earth.eo.esa.int/polsarpro/) was used for processing the RADARSAT-2 images (7×7 boxcar filter) in order to extract the different polarimetric layers (backscattering coefficients, entropy, anisotropy, etc.). Then, every generated layer was geocoded using the MapReady 2.3 software (http://www.asf.alaska.edu/downloads/software tools) and a Digital Elevation Model with a pixel spacing of 5 m. The polarimetric parameters were then averaged over each reference grassland plot by using the values of all pixels within the reference plots.
C. Optical images

Eighteen optical images were acquired by LANDSAT-7/8 over the study site (Table 1). The processing of the Optical images included orthorectification and correction for atmospheric effects. The atmospheric correction of the LANDSAT-8 images was carried out using the SMAC atmospheric correction method [57], and the atmospheric correction of the LANDSAT-7 images was directly performed by NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) using the LEDAPS software. LANDSAT-7 surface reflectance data were downloaded from the USGS website (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/). The NDVI was then computed from the optical images and the NDVI values were averaged for each reference plot.

As the dates of the optical images were different from the SAR acquisition dates, the NDVI for each SAR acquisition date was estimated using a linear interpolation of the two NDVI-values calculated from optical images with acquisition dates preceding and succeeding the SAR image. This simple linear interpolation gave a good estimate because the optical images were regularly available.

D. In situ measurements

Simultaneously with the SAR acquisitions, in situ measurements of soil and vegetation parameters were collected on several reference plots (between seven and ten, Figure 2) in order to analyze the relationship between the information extracted from the radar and optical images (\( \sigma^o \), NDVI ...) and the soil and vegetation parameters (Table 1). The dimension of the reference plots ranged from 2.13 ha and 7.23 ha. In situ measurements were made within a 2-hour window around the SAR overpass time in order to minimize diurnal variation in vegetation and soil water content on radar backscatter.

Insert Figure 2

Between 25 and 30 volumetric soil moisture measurements (+) were performed in the first top 5 cm for each reference plot along regular transects using calibrated TDR (Time Domain Reflectometry) probes.
The mean volumetric soil moisture was then calculated for each reference plot and each date. For reference plots under irrigation in which a high spatial heterogeneity of the soil moisture was observed, several homogenous areas within the reference plot were defined. During the ground campaign, the soil moisture content of the reference plots ranged between 13.5 and 40.9 vol. % (Table 1).

Ten roughness profiles were made in each reference plot using a 1 m long needle-profilometer and a sampling interval of 2 cm. From these roughness profiles, the root mean square (\(rms\)) surface height and the correlation length (\(L\)) were then calculated for each reference plot using the mean of all autocorrelation functions acquired for each reference plot. The \(rms\) surface height and the correlation length ranged, between 0.35 cm and 0.55 cm, and between 2.00 cm and 4.60 cm, respectively.

*In situ* measurements of vegetation parameters were also performed: the leaf area index (LAI), absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FAPAR) and fraction of green vegetation cover (FCover), vegetation water content (VWC), fresh grassland biomass (BIO) and vegetation height (VEH) were measured. For each reference plot, 20 to 25 hemispherical digital photos were acquired at nadir. These photos were processed using CAN-EYE imaging software to obtain the LAI, FAPAR, and FCover (http://www6.paca.inra.fr/can-eye). Moreover, the fresh grassland biomass (wet weight per unit area) and the vegetation water content (wet weight – dry weight) were determined for each reference plot from four grass samples collected over a 50 cm × 50 cm square. In addition, 30 vegetation height measurements were carried out for each reference plot. All vegetation measurements within each plot were averaged to provide a mean value for each plot. The LAI, BIO, VWC, VEH, were between 0.49 and 5.37 m²/m², 0.29 and 2.88 kg/m², 0.10 and 2.39 kg/m², and between 7 and 93 cm, respectively (Table 1).

Insert Table 1

III. METHODOLOGY

First, the soil moisture (\(mv\)) and the leaf area index (LAI) were estimated from the SAR and the optical
images using neural networks (NN). Six inversion configurations of image layers were defined:

- Configuration 1: One polarization from the full polarized Radarsat-2 images (HH, HV, or VV) and the NDVI calculated from optical images (3 cases).

- Configuration 2: Two polarizations from Radarsat-2 images (HH and HV, HV and VV, or HH and VV) and the NDVI (3 cases).

- Configuration 3: Fully polarized Radarsat-2 images and the NDVI (1 case).

- Configuration 4: Co-polarizations, Shannon entropy, Pauli surface scattering (HH+VV), Pauli double-bounce (HH-VV), and NDVI (1 case).

- Configuration 5: Fully polarized Radarsat-2 images, Shannon entropy, Pauli components (HH+VV and HH-VV), and NDVI (1 case).

- Configuration 6: In this configuration, the relevance of in situ FAPAR and FCover was evaluated using the configuration among the configurations 1 to 3 with the lowest error for the estimation of mv and LAI. This corresponds to the following three cases: (1) SAR layers + FAPAR, (2) SAR layers + FCover, and (3) SAR layers + FAPAR + FCover + NDVI. *In situ* FAPAR and FCover were used because many studies showed that it is possible to derive the FAPAR and FCover of crops from optical images through a radiative transfer model with a relative uncertainty of approximately 5 and 20% for both FAPAR and FCover [37,58].

Next, the possibility of estimating soil moisture, LAI, biomass, vegetation height, and water vegetation content was studied using the image layers defined in configuration 4, then by adding *in situ* FAPAR and FCover layers.

The developed neural networks have only one hidden layer. The number of neurons associated with the hidden layer was determined by training the networks - 20 hidden neurons gave a good estimate of parameters.

For all of these configurations, the radar incidence angle was used as an input parameter in the neural networks. In fact, two approaches were utilized. For the first approach, the neural networks were built for
each incidence angle. For the second approach, the neural networks were built using all of the incidence angles. Both approaches gave equivalent results, so the second approach was utilized.

The performance of the inversion technique based on the neural networks was analyzed for each configuration coupling SAR and optical data. The prediction error for the soil moisture and LAI was evaluated using a 5-fold cross-validation. To do the 5-fold cross-validation, the dataset was first randomly divided into 5 equal size subsets. Next, 4 of the subsets were used to train the NNs and one was retained to validate the NN predictions. The cross-validation process was then repeated 5 times, with each of the 5 sub-datasets used exactly once as the validation data.

The final validation result combines the 5 validation results. The advantage of this method over repeated random sub-sampling is that all observations are used for both training and validation, and each observation is used for validation exactly once.

The training of neural networks using the 80% of the dataset composed of input and output vectors was accomplished to minimize the mean square error between the NN predictions and the reference values.

The use of a simple inversion technique based on a backscattering model such as the Water Cloud Model ([59]) was also tested. The results showed that the use of a simple inversion technique led to an inaccurate estimate of $m_v$ and LAI because several minima were sometimes found for the cost function with very close values.

Three statistical indicators were used to evaluate the consistency between estimated parameters and measured values: the root mean square error (RMSE), the mean bias (Bias), and the average relative error (ARE):

$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (P_{i}^{\text{estimated}} - P_{i}^{\text{measured}})^2} \quad (1)$$

$$\text{Bias} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (P_{i}^{\text{estimated}} - P_{i}^{\text{measured}}) \quad (2)$$
\[
\text{ARE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| \frac{P_i^{\text{estimated}} - P_i^{\text{measured}}}{P_i^{\text{measured}}} \right|
\]  

(3)

Where \( P \) is the estimated/measured parameter and \( N \) is the number of data points.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Correlation analysis between parameters of the dataset

The analysis of \textit{in situ} measurements showed that the biomass increases linearly with the vegetation height (Figure 3a). For a vegetation height (VEH) higher than 40 cm, the fresh grassland biomass (BIO) showed strong variation. For example, the BIO values were between 1 and 3 kg/m\(^2\) and 60 cm for VEH. Grassland plots contained approximately 20 different species of vegetation. An important change in vegetation morphology was observed, especially for grass species, when the vegetation exceeded approximately 40 cm; inclined elements (panicle, small leave, etc.) randomly oriented at the top of the plant began to appear. The change in morphology led to the observed fluctuation in the correlation between VEH and BIO for VEH values higher than 50 cm. The \textit{in situ} LAI increased with BIO for BIO values lower than 1 kg/m\(^2\) (Figure 3b). For BIO values greater than 1 kg/m\(^2\), a high variation in the LAI values was observed.

Results showed that the NDVI calculated from optical images was related to the \textit{in situ} LAI by an exponential function [23,60] characterized by a strong increase of NDVI for LAI-values lower than 3 m\(^2\)/m\(^2\) (Figure 3c). For high LAI-values (LAI>3 m\(^2\)/m\(^2\)), NDVI was almost constant (approximately 0.85). In addition, the results showed that the NDVI increased with the BIO to a threshold of approximately 1 kg/m\(^2\); beyond this threshold, the NDVI appears to be independent of BIO (Figure 3d). This behavior was also observed between the NDVI and both the vegetation water content (VWC) and the vegetation height with a threshold approximately 1 kg/m\(^2\) for VWC and 20 cm for VEH.

The relationships between FAPAR and LAI and between FCover and LAI showed a stronger dependence between the two parameters than that observed between NDVI and LAI (Figures 3e and 3f). While the
NDVI was saturated for LAI values up to 3 m²/m², FAPAR and FCover showed a smaller increase with LAI for LAI values up to 4 m²/m². This observation allows a better estimate of LAI using FAPAR or FCover instead of NDVI.

**Insert Figure 3**

**B. Sensitivity of the radar signal to soil moisture**

The sensitivity of the C-band SAR signal to soil moisture was studied for two biomass classes: BIO < 1 kg/m² and BIO > 1 kg/m². The mean backscattering coefficient was calculated from calibrated Radarsat-2 images for each reference plot by averaging the linear σ° values of all pixels. The radar signal was plotted for HH, VV and HV polarizations separately for each incidence angle range (Figure 4). The results show that the radar signal was clearly dependent on soil moisture, with high sensitivity to soil moisture for a BIO lower than 1 kg/m². In addition, this sensitivity was higher for HH than for VV and HV polarizations (Figure 4). Finally, the sensitivity of the radar incidence angle to soil moisture seems to be similar for all incidences used in this study (between 22° and 47°).

**Insert Figure 4**

**C. Sensitivity of radar signal to LAI**

In this section, the sensitivity of C-band SAR signal to the leaf area index was analyzed for HH, VV and HV polarizations separately for each incidence angle range (Figure 5). To reduce the effect of soil moisture on the analysis of the backscattered radar signal, the relationship between the radar signals and the LAI were plotted for two classes of soil moisture (mv < 25 and mv > 25 vol.%).

The results showed that for soil moisture values lower than 25 vol.% and incidence angles of 22°-23°, the radar signal of HH and VV polarizations was negatively correlated with the LAI for LAI values lower than 2 m²/m², and increased with an increase in LAI from 2 to 5.5 m²/m² (Figure 5a,5b). For mv values higher
than 25 vol.% and incidence angles of 22°-23°, the radar signal did not appear to depend on the LAI for all polarizations (Figure 5a-5c). The decrease in the radar signal for an LAI lower than 2 m²/m² is related to an increase in the attenuation of the soil contribution, which is more important than the enhanced contribution from the vegetation canopy [61-63]. In addition, the increase in the vegetation contribution as a function of the LAI combined with the decrease in the soil moisture contribution (mv lower than 25 vol.%) resulted in a slight increase in the radar backscatter with LAI for values greater than 2 m²/m². For mv values higher than 25 vol.%, the decrease of the soil contribution when LAI was increased to between 0.1 and 5.0 m²/m² was of the same order as the increase of the vegetation contribution. For the other configurations (incidence angles of 22°-23° and HV, incidence angles of 28°, 38°, 43° and 47° and all polarizations) the dependence between the radar signal and the LAI was not observed (Figure 5d-5i).

Many studies have analyzed the behavior of radar signals (Ku, X, C and L bands) as a function of LAI [60, 64-67]. Previous results have shown that the radar signal decreased with an increase in the LAI for narrow leaf crops (grassland, wheat, alfalfa, and barley), and increased for board leaf crops (sunflower, corn, sorghum, and sugarcane) [66-67]. For example, Champion [64] studied the sensitivity of a radar signal in the C band to the LAI of wheat crops (soil moisture values between 5 and 20 vol.%) using HH and VV polarizations (20°). The results showed that the backscattering coefficient in C-band decreased for LAI values between 0.1 and 4 m²/m² and then increased for LAI values up to 8 m²/m². Fieuzal et al. [65] analyzed wheat crops with LAI values between 1 and 4 m²/m² under wet soil conditions (soil moistures between 20 and 40 vol.%). The radar signals in the X and C bands decreased with the LAI by approximately −2.6 dB by 1 m²/m² for X-HH and −2.4 dB by 1 m²/m² for C-VV. The C-HH and C-HV signals had a lower sensitivity, with about −1 dB by 1 m²/m². Ulaby et al. [68] demonstrated that the radar signal at Ku-VV (50°) increased with the LAI of corn and sorghum, up to an LAI of approximately 2 m²/m²; beyond this, the radar signal was saturated.
D. Estimation of soil moisture and vegetation parameters

1) Soil moisture and LAI estimates

Soil moisture estimates

The results show that the best estimate of soil moisture (mv) was obtained when the HH polarization was used (Table 2). An accuracy of the mv estimates of 5.75 vol.% was reached when HH was combined with NDVI (ARE on mv of 20.3%). The accuracy of the mv estimates was approximately 7 vol.% (ARE approximately 26%) using the two other mono-polarization configurations (HV or VV). Figure 6a shows a good estimate of the soil moisture with HH for the entire range of mv-values (between 10 and 45 vol.%). With HV or VV, the soil moisture was over-estimated for mv-values between 10 and 25 vol.% and under-estimated for mv-values between 25 and 45 vol.% (Figures 6b and 6c). Figures 6d to 6f show that the use of information other than HH and NDVI did not improve the estimation of mv (Table 2). Several results confirmed that the HH polarization was the best radar configuration for soil moisture estimates [69,70].

In addition, it was found that over bare agriculture fields, the backscattering coefficient was more sensitive to volumetric soil moisture in HH and VV than in the HV polarization [71]. When compared with the results obtained with a single polarization (HH or HV), the use of two polarizations (HH and HV) did not lead to a significant improvement in soil moisture estimate (less than 1 vol.% in the C- and X-bands ([72-73]). In vegetated areas, our results showed better accuracy with HH polarization for retrieving soil moisture in comparison to HV and VV polarizations because the HH polarization was less affected by vegetation than VV and HV (vertical vegetation geometry).

The use of the dual-polarization (two polarizations) or full-polarization (three polarizations) modes did not improve the estimate of mv compared with HH alone (approximately 5.8 vol.% for HH+HV or HH+VV, 6.1 vol.% for HH+HV+VV, and 6.7 vol.% for VV+HV) (Table 2). In addition, the use of polarimetric parameters as Shannon entropy, Pauli surface scattering and Pauli double-bounce did not improve the mv estimate (approximately 6 vol.%) (Table 2). This is the same conclusion that was arrived at when other
information (i.e., FAPAR and FCover extracted from optical images) was used (Table 2). This result confirmed that the use of information with low sensitivity to soil moisture (HV or/and VV) in addition to one polarization with high sensitivity to soil moisture (HH) does not improve the soil moisture estimate.

The analysis of the error of the mv estimates according to NDVI-values showed that for a NDVI lower than 0.7 (LAI<2.5 m²/m²), the estimate of mv was better than 1.5 vol.% as compared to plots with a NDVI higher than 0.7 (case HH+NDVI : RMSE=4.7 vol.% for NDVI<0.7 against 6.2 vol.% for NDVI>0.7). This result confirmed that the soil contribution in C-band remained important when the vegetation cover was dense (i.e., high values of LAI, BIO, VWC, VEH) and that the soil component could be used to estimate the soil moisture with acceptable accuracy.

Based on the values of BIO, VWC and VEH, the mv estimates showed that the RMSE was slightly better for thin vegetation covers (RMSE=5.2 vol.% with HH + LAI for BIO<1 kg/m², VWC<0.8 kg/m² and VEH<30 cm) than for dense vegetation covers (RMSE=6.2 vol.% for BIO>1 kg/m², VWC>0.8 kg/m² and VEH>30 cm).

In addition, the error on the mv estimates was of the same order for incidences between 22° to 43° (RMSE=5.8 vol.% with HH + NDVI) and was much lower than that obtained with an incidence of 47° (RMSE=9.2 vol.% with HH + NDVI). This result confirmed that the soil component of the backscattering coefficient is low at a higher incidence angle (47°), making the inversion of the soil moisture less accurate.

This analysis confirmed the potential of small and medium radar incidences for estimating soil moisture [72,74,75]. The results obtained with an incidence of 47° also showed that the estimated mv-values were approximately 25 vol.% for measured soil moistures between 10 and 45 vol.% (mv was over-estimated for mv<25 vol.% and under-estimated for mv>25 vol.%).

Insert Table 2

Insert Figure 6
LAI estimates

The use of radar signals associated with NDVI gave the same accuracy for the estimation of LAI regardless of the radar information used (RMSE approximately 0.61 m²/m² and ARE approximately 18%) (Table 2). The use of in situ FAPAR or FCover improved the precision of the LAI estimates with an RMSE approximately 0.45 m²/m² (RMSE=0.44 and 0.47 m²/m² in using FAPAR and FCover, respectively). The simultaneous use of NDVI, FAPAR, and FCover with SAR information led to better accuracy of the estimation of LAI with an RMSE of 0.37 m²/m² and ARE of 11.7% (Table 2). Figure 7 shows that the LAI values less than 4 m²/m² can be estimated. Beyond that threshold, LAI values are under-estimated with estimated values between 3 and 4 m²/m².

As shown in Figures 4 and 7, the radar signal is poorly correlated with LAI, while the information calculated from optical imagery (NDVI, FAPAR and FCover) shows a strong dependence on LAI. The inversion results confirm this observation because the accuracy for soil moisture estimates is of the same order regardless of the polarization. The accuracy for the soil moisture estimates depends only on the optical data parameter employed.

The inversion configurations using NDVI in addition to SAR information without FAPAR and FCover provide an error on LAI estimates much lower for NDVI<0.7 than for NDVI>0.7 with a RMSE of approximately 0.40 m²/m² for NDVI<0.7 and approximately 0.70 m²/m² for NDVI>0.7. The RMSE for the LAI estimates is of the same order (approximately 0.40 m²/m²) for both a NDVI lower and higher than 0.7 when FAPAR or FCover are used in addition to the SAR images. Finally, the error of the LAI estimates is independent of the radar incidence angle (between 22° and 47° in this study).

Insert Figure 7

2) Soil moisture, LAI, biomass, VWC and VEH estimates

The estimation of soil moisture and different vegetation parameters from a neural network combining as in
input, HH, VV, Shannon entropy, Pauli surface scattering, double bounce Pauli and NDVI layers was performed with an RMSE of 5.78 vol.%, 0.59 m²/m², 0.47 kg/m², 0.37 kg/m², and 13.87 cm, respectively, on mv, LAI, BIO, VWC, and VEH (Table 3). The addition of FAPAR and FCover information to the NN input, led to similar performances for all of the estimated parameters except for LAI estimates for which the RMSE was better (RMSE=0.37 instead of 0.59 m²/m²).

The results for the mv and LAI estimates were similar to those obtained if the neural network was used to estimate the mv and LAI alone (Tables 2 and 3). The inversion approach provides a good estimate of the biomass and vegetation water content for BIO and VWC values lower than 2 and 1.5 kg/m², respectively (Figures 8c and 8d). Based on the range of biomass values, the RMSE of BIO estimates was 0.38 kg/m² for BIO< 2 kg/m² and 0.75 kg/m² for BIO> 2 kg/m². In addition, high under-estimation was observed for BIO> 2 kg/m² (Bias= -0.65 kg/m² against +0.13 kg/m² for BIO< 2 kg/m²) (Figure 8c). The same result was obtained on VWC estimates with RMSE of 0.32 kg/m² for VWC< 1.5 kg/m² and 0.58 kg/m² for VWC> 1.5 kg/m² (Figure 8d). A high underestimation was also observed for VWC> 1.5 kg/m² (Bias = -0.49 kg/m² against +0.10 kg/m² for VWC< 1.5 kg/m²). Finally, the estimation of vegetation height (VEH) was carried out with an RMSE of 13.45 cm (Table 3, Figure 8e).

Insert Figure 8

V. CONCLUSION

The objective of this study was to assess the capacity of coupling SAR and optical data to estimate soil moisture and vegetation parameters for irrigated grasslands. Radarsat-2 and Landsat 7/8 were used to assess the relevance of variables extracted from SAR (backscattering coefficient, polarimetric information) and optical images (NDVI, FAPAR and FCover) for retrieving soil moisture, leaf area index, biomass, vegetation water content, and vegetation height.

Inversion techniques based on neural networks were developed. The influence of the radar polarization on the estimation error of soil and vegetation parameters was studied by analyzing the mono-, dual- and full-
polarization modes. In addition, the effect of the polarimetric parameters (Shannon entropy and Pauli components) on the inversion technique was also analyzed. Finally, configurations using NDVI, FAPAR and FCover data were also tested.

This study investigated the potential of combining data from the new Sentinel-1 SAR sensor (offering a global revisit time of just six days with the SENTINEL-1 constellation) and from both the new LANDSAT 8 (16 days revisit time) and the future SENTINEL-2 optical sensors, which provide systematic coverage of all lands with a revisit time of 10 days with one satellite, and 5 days with two. The need for hydrological and agricultural communities in terms of the temporal resolution of the new remote sensing sensors could be satisfied.

The main results obtained in this study can be summarized as follows:

- HH polarization is the most relevant information among the SAR layers
- Dual or full polarization modes do not improve the estimation of soil moisture and vegetation parameters.
- The use of polarimetric parameters (Shannon entropy and Pauli components) does not improve the estimation of soil moisture and vegetation parameters.
- The 6 vol.% RMSE on soil moisture estimates was obtained even for dense vegetation covers (LAI approximately 5 m²/m², biomass approximately 3 kg/m², vegetation water content approximately 2.5 kg/m², vegetation height approximately 1 m).
- The use of FAPAR and FCover only improved the estimate of the leaf area index (LAI) with an RMSE for the LAI of approximately 0.37 m²/m² against 0.6 m²/m² when NDVI was used.
- Biomass, vegetation water content and vegetation height were estimated with an accuracy of approximately 0.44 kg/m², 0.36 kg/m² and 13.45 cm, respectively. The average relative error for these three parameters was 34.2%, 45.5% and 39.1%, respectively.
- Under-estimation was observed for LAI, BIO and VWC higher than 4 m²/m², 2 kg/m² and 1.5 kg/m², respectively (0.56 m²/m² on LAI estimates, -0.65 kg/m² on BIO estimates and -0.49 kg/m² on VWC estimates).

- The error of the LAI estimates is independent of the radar incidence angle (between 22° and 47° in this study).
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Fig. 1. Location of the study site (Domaine du Merle). Black polygons delineate the reference plots. Background is Landsat 7 image acquired on 11 September 2014 in RGB colors (Red: NIR, Green: R, Blue: G).

Figure 2: A grassland plot.
Fig. 3. Relationship between (a) in situ biomass and vegetation height, (b) in situ biomass and vegetation water content, (c) NDVI calculated from optical images (SPOT 4/5 and LANDSAT 7/8) and in situ LAI, (d) NDVI and biomass, (e) FAPAR and in situ LAI, (f) FCOVER and in situ LAI.
Fig. 4. Relationship between Radarsat-2 backscattering coefficients and soil moisture.
Fig. 5. Relationship between Radarsat-2 backscattering coefficients and Leaf Area Index (LAI).
Fig. 6. Comparison between estimated soil moisture (mv) using neural networks and measured soil moisture for some SAR and optical coupling configurations.
Fig. 7. Comparison between estimated LAI using neural networks and measured LAI for some SAR and optical coupling configurations. Regression equations and determination coefficients were calculated for LAI values lower than 4 m²/m².
Fig. 8. Comparison between estimated and measured soil moisture, LAI, biomass (BIO), vegetation water content (VWC) and vegetation height (VEH) using neural networks combining HH, VV, Shannon entropy, Pauli surface scattering, Pauli double-bounce, NDVI, FAPAR, FCover.
TABLE 1
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF RADARSAT-2 (RS2), OPTICAL IMAGES, AND IN SITU MEASUREMENTS USED IN THIS STUDY
θ: radar incidence angle (°); mv: volumetric soil moisture (vol.%); VWC vegetation water content (kg/m²); BIO: vegetation biomass (kg/m²); VEH: vegetation height (m); LAI: Leaf Area Index (m²/m²).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date dd/mm/yyyy</th>
<th>Time UTC</th>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>θ (°)</th>
<th>Spatial resolution (m x m)</th>
<th>mv [min ; max] (vol. %)</th>
<th>LAI [min ; max] (m²/m²)</th>
<th>BIO [min ; max] (kg/m²)</th>
<th>VEH [min ; max] (m)</th>
<th>VWC [min ; max] (kg/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22/07/2013</td>
<td>05:56</td>
<td>L7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30 x 30</td>
<td>[0.29 ; 0.79]</td>
<td>[0.29 ; 0.79]</td>
<td>[0.29 ; 0.79]</td>
<td>[0.29 ; 0.79]</td>
<td>[0.29 ; 0.79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29/07/2013</td>
<td>06:00</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>10.8 x 10.8</td>
<td>[33.93 ; 42.73]</td>
<td>[0.92 ; 3.83]</td>
<td>[0.51 ; 1.62]</td>
<td>[0.20 ; 0.69]</td>
<td>[0.37 ; 1.34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30/07/2013</td>
<td>06:00</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>14.6 x 14.6</td>
<td>[13.18 ; 32.53]</td>
<td>[0.72 ; 4.59]</td>
<td>[0.40 ; 1.89]</td>
<td>[0.19 ; 0.70]</td>
<td>[0.28 ; 1.49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15/08/2013</td>
<td>06:00</td>
<td>L8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30 x 30</td>
<td>[18.68 ; 31.59]</td>
<td>[0.49 ; 5.15]</td>
<td>[0.30 ; 2.00]</td>
<td>[0.17 ; 0.93]</td>
<td>[0.17 ; 1.61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15/08/2013</td>
<td>05:56</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>10.8 x 10.8</td>
<td>[22.14 ; 46.26]</td>
<td>[3.29 ; 5.37]</td>
<td>[1.17 ; 2.71]</td>
<td>[0.40 ; 0.70]</td>
<td>[0.89 ; 2.07]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/08/2013</td>
<td>06:00</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>14.6 x 14.6</td>
<td>[20.10 ; 35.04]</td>
<td>[1.43 ; 3.67]</td>
<td>[1.40 ; 2.86]</td>
<td>[0.52 ; 0.66]</td>
<td>[1.01 ; 2.14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/03/2014</td>
<td>06:00</td>
<td>L7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30 x 30</td>
<td>[15.04 ; 35.63]</td>
<td>[0.71 ; 4.22]</td>
<td>[0.51 ; 1.35]</td>
<td>[0.10 ; 0.30]</td>
<td>[0.45 ; 1.20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27/03/2014</td>
<td>05:56</td>
<td>L8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30 x 30</td>
<td>[13.74 ; 38.57]</td>
<td>[0.92 ; 3.58]</td>
<td>[0.52 ; 1.75]</td>
<td>[0.13 ; 0.46]</td>
<td>[0.36 ; 1.44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/06/2014</td>
<td>05:56</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>10.8 x 10.8</td>
<td>[15.73 ; 37.09]</td>
<td>[2.62 ; 3.39]</td>
<td>[1.63 ; 2.05]</td>
<td>[0.52 ; 0.64]</td>
<td>[1.29 ; 1.57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/06/2014</td>
<td>06:00</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>14.6 x 14.6</td>
<td>[19.09 ; 36.28]</td>
<td>[2.93 ; 3.45]</td>
<td>[1.76 ; 2.14]</td>
<td>[0.53 ; 0.66]</td>
<td>[1.50 ; 1.60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/07/2014</td>
<td>17:23</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>13.8 x 13.8</td>
<td>[18.21 ; 36.28]</td>
<td>[1.66 ; 3.78]</td>
<td>[1.66 ; 2.12]</td>
<td>[0.53 ; 0.64]</td>
<td>[1.15 ; 1.63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/07/2014</td>
<td>05:56</td>
<td>L8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30 x 30</td>
<td>[19.09 ; 36.28]</td>
<td>[2.93 ; 3.45]</td>
<td>[1.76 ; 2.14]</td>
<td>[0.53 ; 0.66]</td>
<td>[1.50 ; 1.60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/07/2014</td>
<td>06:00</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>13.8 x 13.8</td>
<td>[15.78 ; 21.31]</td>
<td>[1.45 ; 2.86]</td>
<td>[0.29 ; 0.79]</td>
<td>[0.12 ; 0.16]</td>
<td>[0.10 ; 0.60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/09/2014</td>
<td>05:56</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>14.6 x 14.6</td>
<td>[19.09 ; 36.28]</td>
<td>[2.93 ; 3.45]</td>
<td>[1.76 ; 2.14]</td>
<td>[0.53 ; 0.66]</td>
<td>[1.50 ; 1.60]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2
STATISTICS ON THE ESTIMATION OF SOIL MOISTURE (mv in vol.%) AND LAI USING NEURAL NETWORKS. BIAS = ESTIMATED – IN SITU; SE = SHANNON ENTROPY; PSS = PAULI SURFACE SCATTERING; PDB = PAULI DOUBLE-BOUNCE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Bias (vol. %)/ RMSE (vol. %)/ARE (%) on mv</th>
<th>Bias (m²/m²)/ RMSE (m²/m²)/ARE (%) on LAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH, NDVI</td>
<td>0.03 / 5.57 / 20.3</td>
<td>0.01 / 0.60 / 18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV, NDVI</td>
<td>-0.02 / 7.04 / 26.3</td>
<td>0.00 / 0.61 / 18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV, NDVI</td>
<td>-0.07 / 6.82 / 25.1</td>
<td>0.00 / 0.61 / 18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH, HV, NDVI</td>
<td>-0.03 / 5.77 / 20.1</td>
<td>0.01 / 0.61 / 18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH, VV, NDVI</td>
<td>-0.04 / 5.80 / 20.2</td>
<td>0.00 / 0.60 / 17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV, HV, NDVI</td>
<td>-0.06 / 6.72 / 25.1</td>
<td>-0.01 / 0.61 / 18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH, HV, VV, NDVI</td>
<td>-0.14 / 6.08 / 20.8</td>
<td>-0.01 / 0.62 / 18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH, VV, SE, PSS, PDB, NDVI</td>
<td>0.04 / 5.96 / 21.1</td>
<td>-0.01 / 0.62 / 18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH, HV, VV, SE, PSS, PDB, NDVI</td>
<td>0.00 / 5.86 / 21.0</td>
<td>0.00 / 0.59 / 18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH, FAPAR</td>
<td>-0.07 / 5.90 / 20.7</td>
<td>0.00 / 0.44 / 13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH, FCOVER</td>
<td>0.01 / 5.87 / 20.6</td>
<td>0.00 / 0.47 / 15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH, NDVI, FAPAR, FCOVER</td>
<td>-0.04 / 5.76 / 19.8</td>
<td>0.00 / 0.37 / 11.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Statistics on the estimation of soil moisture (MV in vol.%), LAI, Biomass (BIO in kg/m²), Vegetation Water Content (VWC in kg/m²), Vegetation Height (VEH in cm). Bias = estimated – in situ, SE = Shannon Entropy, PSS = Pauli Surface Scattering, PDB = Pauli Double-Bounce.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Bias (vol.%) / RMSE (vol.%) / ARE (%) on MV</th>
<th>Bias (m²/m²) / RMSE (m²/m²) / ARE (%) on LAI</th>
<th>Bias (kg/m²) / RMSE (kg/m²) / ARE (%) on BIO</th>
<th>Bias (kg/m²) / RMSE (kg/m²) / ARE (%) on VWC</th>
<th>Bias (cm) / RMSE (cm) / ARE (%) on VEH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HH , VV , SE , PSS , PDB , NDVI</td>
<td>HH , VV , SE , PSS , PDB , NDVI , FAPAR , FCover</td>
<td>HH , VV , SE , PSS , PDB , NDVI , FAPAR , FCover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.10 / 5.78 / 20.6</td>
<td>0.00 / 5.67 / 19.9</td>
<td>-0.01 / 0.59 / 18.2</td>
<td>0.01 / 0.37 / 12.0</td>
<td>0.03 / 0.47 / 35.2</td>
</tr>
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